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EDITORIAL 

 

Dear Colleagues, dear Friends, 

 

We are only a few weeks away from our next Annual Meeting in Tallinn, Estonia. We are looking forward to 

meeting you all. As it has already been announced, the theme of the Annual Meeting this year will be: 

“From Creativity to Functionality: Prosperous Members in a Flourishing Organization”. Our goal for the 

forthcoming event will be two-fold: Firstly, to continue working on some of the core functions of our Feder-

ation and secondly, to provide space for new ideas, projects and training topics that can contribute to fur-

ther the development and flourishment of FEPTO. In the current issue you will find more details about the 

small groups and the activities planned for the event. 

Furthermore, the term of the present FEPTO council will be completed and a new one will be voted in after 

the elections on 21st May. We want to thank you all for the trust and the support you have provided us 

over the past two years. We also seize the opportunity to invite those of you that are interested in getting 

more involved in the FEPTO community, to be candidates for the next council.   

We deem that these two years have marked a time of significant development for our community. A lot of 

emphasis has been placed on the improvement and facilitation of communication among our members, 

with our recently launched online platform, the FEPTO Forum.  Additionally, the decision for the publication 

of the FEPTO journal is another significant step that was taken. We are also very satisfied with the progress 

of the project focused on the systematic descriptions of key Psychodrama concepts and its relations to cur-

rent educational and therapeutic approaches, as well to making Psychodrama more visible on the Web and 

understandable for the whole of society. It is a time of growth and change for our community, as well as for 

Europe and the World. We are trying to keep up with the changes taking place around us and to contribute 

with the use of our unique tool, Psychodrama for the best possible outcome. The present council has tried 

to serve this goal and we are sure that the next one to follow will continue to do so! 

With lots of appreciation and gratitude, 

 

Nikos Takis  Krzysztof Ciepliński 

President  Vice President  
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